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BUYERS CHECKLIST
1. What is it made of?
Buyers Tip: Check the interior is made from enamel coated metal Avoid plastic interiors which can crack and dis-colour
2. Check the Capacity!
Buyers Tip: Check the capacity, cheaper models can have much
smaller capacities.
Avoid glass door units with 3 shelves - this makes the inside of the unit look
more spacious and cheaper to make. Look for 4+ shelves.
3. Electronic Controller DLook for double door units with Electronic
Controllers (small black box on the front of the cooler with an LED
temperature display). Electronic controllers deliver better performance.
Avoid mechanical controllers (dial operated temperature usually inside the
fridge).
Buyers Tip: Buy double door units electronic controllers
4. Plate Evaporators / Skin Evaporators - which does the fridge have
and what are they?
Evaporators can be PLATE or SKIN type. The evaporator is the cooling
system of any fridge.
- PLATE evaporators - cheap, less effective, prone to producing a excess
water and icing problems.
- SKIN evaporators - more expensive, more effective, efficient and less
likely to suffer from icing and faults.
Buyers Tip: Check and go for units fitted with a Skin Evaporator.
How to tell? 1. Ask supplier. 2. Price, capacity and controller - cheap, low
capacity, manual dial controllers are common with Plate evaporators.
5. FULL Warranty
Information provided in this document
are believed to be correct at the time
of publication. No liability whatsoever
for injury, damage or losses financial
or otherwise resulting from its use can
be accepted by the Company. Always
consult with the appropriate authority
for advice prior to purchase or use of
any equipment.
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Many internet only suppliers provide 'PARTS ONLY' warranty. We just don't
believe that's good enough! At Fridgeland we provide FULL PARTS AND
LABOUR warranty for all of our A Grade equipment.
Buyers Tip: Check the warranty - if it doesn’t say Parts and Labour
warranty, don’t buy it!

